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Question of the Week:
Which product or development in access control will have the
most significant influence on the market in the next three
years? What is PSIA doing to help?

A: One of the most significant influences in the access control market over the next three
years will be the wide adoption of mobile and frictionless access control technologies. 
 
PSIA is driving open, interoperable standards which the market can adopt. Due to the fact
that this is an open standard, it will result in little to no cost associated with the
credential.  By developing and driving the Public Key Open Credential (PKOC)
specification, PSIA is enabling all device and mobile app manufacturers to offer highly
secure solutions that will interoperate with one another as well as all Physical and Logical
access systems. With this level of secure playing field established, we can create an
environment where innovation will flourish, something our industry has lacked in the past
due to having to contend with so many proprietary solutions.
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GSX 2022- As part of the Physical Security Interoperability
Alliance, RealNetworks participated in the demonstration
of PLAI and SCI at GSX. The SAFR Scan Facial
Recognition access control reader solution in conjunction
with a SAFR mobile app with a PKOC embedded
credential for dual factor authentication, was shown. The
individual could “opt out” of the Facial credential and only
use a highly secure mobile PKOC credential. We also
showed how our PKOC credential can be issued, which is
compatible with devices throughout the other PSIA member access solutions shown in
their respective booths.  

What is PLAI? Click the picture!

Visit the PLAI Webpage

https://www.lastlock.com/
https://youtu.be/dY_nQ8R3eo4
https://psialliance.org/all-about-plai/
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